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Converged Computing
is about ensuring that our needs are represented in this new environment.



The success of our science depends on our ability to be 
collaborative.



Loosely coupled applications
Schedule software resources

Simple batch queue
Automated, declarative management

Converged Computing

HPCCloud

Tightly coupled applications (MPI)
Schedule complex hardware

Sophisticated queueing
…work in progress :)



Catalog of portable applications 
Network options that support low latency

Established solutions for workflows

Best of Both Worlds

Automated, declarative management

Converged Computing

HPCCloud
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What are we talking about today?

(a) Models for Convergence

Patterns for bringing together disparate environments

(b) Strategies for Convergence

Designs that allow for movement between spaces

(c) Examples of Convergence

Combining models with strategies to enable converged computing.



Where do we 
start?

Let's talk about models 
of convergence.



Daniel Milroy, CDO Presentation, July 2023



"I want cloud AND HPC"

Computing Center

Cloud HPC

I am going to try and split my limited resources between two setups.

Cloud & HPC
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"I want to sneak it in!"

"Bursting"

"Hybrid Cloud"

"Fog Computing"

"Multi-cluster"

I have chosen poorly and now need a hack to add a "little more of this" to my setup.

These approaches tend to be "snowflake" and complex.
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"I want cloud OR HPC" Cloud | HPC

I can choose one or the other (or both) on the same resources.

Computing Center

Converged
Computing
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that?



Now let's talk about 
strategies for 
convergence.How do you do 

that?
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flux-accountingflux-securityflux-core flux-sched flux-pmix

Flux Framework

A workload manager that combines 
hierarchical management with graph 
based scheduling.



kube-proxy
kube-controller 

manager
kube-apiserver kube-scheduler kubelet

Kubernetes

The de-facto container orchestration 
system for automated deployment, 
scaling, and management of software. 

container 
runtime



Converged Computing Strategies
What are strategies for convergence of technologies and people?

(a) Goals                                               batch workloads

Shared goals align incentives correctly for collaboration toward shared needs, and 
potentially mutual vision.

(b) Modularity

An application or infrastructure that is modular can have components used 
interchangeably. 

(c) Integration                                     

Consumption or deploying components or entirety of one inside of another.

containers / language bindings



What are some examples?
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● Fluence: the Flux scheduler swapped with kube-scheduler

● The Flux Operator: Flux implemented inside of Kubernetes

● Flux and Kubernetes: "Bare Metal Bros" working side by side

Converged Computing Projects



1: The Flux Scheduler within Kubernetes

Kubernetes

resources?

create 
job

kube-scheduler

pod pod

pod pod





1: Fluence: The Flux Scheduler within Kubernetes

“I’m using Kubernetes as I would 
typically, but the pod scheduling is 
being done by Flux”

Kubernetes

resources?

create 
job

pod pod

pod pod

fluence flux-framework/flux-k8s



Fluence scheduled workflows run 3x faster 
with low variability and deterministic placement, as compared to kube-scheduler

kube-scheduler

Fluence

Fluence scheduled pods to nodes to 
avoid pathological scheduling that led 
to startup delay

nodes →

jo
b

s →

D. J. Milroy et al., "One Step Closer to Converged Computing: 
Achieving Scalability with Cloud-Native HPC," 2022 CANOPIE-HPC
https://github.com/flux-framework/flux-k8s



Fluence scheduled workflows run 3x faster 
with low variability and deterministic placement, as compared to kube-scheduler

D. J. Milroy et al., "One Step Closer to Converged Computing: 
Achieving Scalability with Cloud-Native HPC," 2022 CANOPIE-HPC

kube-scheduler

Fluence



(b) Modularity

Fluence exemplifies taking an HPC-oriented technology (the scheduler for Flux 
Framework) and swapping it into Kubernetes to improve upon an analogous component 
in a the cloud-native orchestrator, Kubernetes.



(c) Integration

Fluence exemplifies the importance of a feature like language bindings (in Go) to map a 
different language (C++) into a new space (Kubernetes and cloud-native projects are 
primarily in Go).





2: The Flux Operator: HPC Workload Manager inside K8s

Kubernetes

resources?

create 
job

Sochat et al., "The Flux Operator," manuscript submitted
https://github.com/flux-framework/flux-operator

Flux

pod

pod

pod

pod

I want my own HPC cluster inside of 
Kubernetes!



2: The Flux Operator: HPC Workload Manager inside K8s

Sochat et al., "The Flux Operator," manuscript submitted
https://github.com/flux-framework/flux-operator

Custom Resource Definition "CRD" Create a "MiniCluster" inside of 
Kubernetes with hierarchical, 
graph-based scheduling and 
fine-granted resource mapping by Flux.
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2: The Flux Operator: HPC Workload Manager inside K8s

Sochat et al., "The Flux Operator," Kubecon EU, 2023
https://github.com/flux-framework/flux-operator

Outperformed the best in the space, the MPI Operator



(c) Integration

The Flux Operator exemplifies taking the entirety of Flux Framework and implementing 
it inside of Kubernetes, made possible by the operator framework, containers, and 
design.



Brooo!

Broooooooooo!



WARNING: virtual machines are used as a 
prototype for bare metal, proceed at own risk!



3: Bare Metal Bros: Flux as an external orchestrator

“I want the best of both worlds, 
Kubernetes running on the same 
resources as my workload manager."

Flux

resources?

submit 
job

Kubernetes

pod

pod

pod

pod

compute compute



Complex workflows require HPC and services



WARNING: Vanessa is not a scientist and is 
terrible at science.



Complex workflows require HPC and services

Run simulations
(train)

train 1 train 2 train N

1. Running a simulation on bare metal HPC alongside a service



Complex workflows require HPC and services

Run simulations
(train)

train 1 train 2 train N

Machine Learning 
Server

/api/train

2.   Sending results to the service as you go (in this case, ML training points)



Complex workflows require HPC and services

Run simulations
(train)

train 1 train 2 train N

Machine Learning 
Server

"We have enough samples!"

/api/train

3.   Using the service to get updated info about the model on demand
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test 3test 2test 1
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 4.  Doing a second phase (e.g., hold out testing) with your trained model.
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Run simulations
(train)

train 1 train 2 train N

Machine Learning 
Server

"We have enough samples!"

Run simulations
(test)

test 3test 2test 1

/api/train

/api/predict

y_true: [ … ]
y_pred: [ … ]

 4.  Doing a second phase (e.g., hold out testing) with your trained model.



Complex workflows require HPC and services

Run simulations
(train)

train 1 train 2 train N

Machine Learning 
Server

"We have enough samples!"

Run simulations
(test)

test 3test 2test 1

/api/train

/api/predict

Kubernetes

HPC



Kubelets in user namespace "Usernetes"

● Kubernetes Enhancement Proposal (KEP) proposed in mid 2022, Akihiro Suda

https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/blob/master/keps/sig-node/2033-kubelet-in-userns-aka-rootless/README.md
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Kubelets in user namespace "Usernetes"

● Kubernetes Enhancement Proposal (KEP) proposed in mid 2022, Akihiro Suda

Usernetes
containerd
kernel
runc
buildkit
rootless
Lima (VMs)
lazy pulling
more!

https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/blob/master/keps/sig-node/2033-kubelet-in-userns-aka-rootless/README.md
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Usernetes

● KEP proposed in mid 2022
○ Gen-2 of Usernetes - using containers!
○ Components:

■ Cluster configuration: kubeadm
■ CRI: containerd
■ OCI: runc
■ CNI: Flannel
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1. Building VMs with cgroups v2 (I recommend Lima, Linux Virtual Machines)
2. Enable kernel modules

a. br_netfilter: allows you to apply iptables rules to bridged traffic
b. vxlan: connect vxlan devices on different hosts to standalone bridge

3. Rootless docker
4. docker compose "make up" run via a Makefile for two contexts:

a. Both: Build/start base image (same as kind) with CNI plugins
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Kubernetes IN Docker



We created a VM cluster to test Usernetes | Flux

    Star Trek Cluster 1. Star Trek Cluster:
a. oVirt and Ansible
b. 7 x ubuntu 22.04
c. 8 cores / each
d. 32 MB RAM
e. Ethernet (10GB)

u2204-02 u2204-01 u2204-03

u2204-04 u2204-05 u2204-06

u2204-07

https://www.ovirt.org/
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We created a VM cluster to test Usernetes | Flux

    Star Trek Cluster 1. Star Trek Cluster:
a. oVirt and Ansible
b. 7 x ubuntu 22.04
c. 8 cores / each
d. 32 MB RAM
e. Ethernet (10GB)

2. Setup includes:
a. System install of Flux
b. Singularity
c. LAMMPS
d. Usernetes

u2204-02 u2204-01 u2204-03

u2204-04 u2204-05 u2204-06

u2204-07

https://www.ovirt.org/


We created a VM cluster to test Usernetes | Flux

    Star Trek Cluster

u2204-02 u2204-01 u2204-03

u2204-04 u2204-05 u2204-06

u2204-07

$ flux resource list

 STATE NNODES     NCORES  NGPUS NODELIST
 free                    6     48              0            u2204-[02-07]
 allocated          0     0                0 
 down                 0      0                0 



We created a VM cluster to test Usernetes | Flux

    Star Trek Cluster

u2204-02 u2204-01 u2204-03

u2204-04 u2204-05 u2204-06
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Usernetes

We created a VM cluster to test Usernetes | Flux

    Star Trek Cluster

u2204-02 u2204-01 u2204-03

u2204-04 u2204-05 u2204-06

u2204-07

control planekubelet

kubelet kubelet kubelet

kubelet

kubelet

NAME                 STATUS  ROLES               AGE        VERSION
u7s-u2204-01   Ready    control-plane   8m44s   v1.29.0
u7s-u2204-02   Ready    <none>              6m58s   v1.29.0
u7s-u2204-03   Ready    <none>              2m3s      v1.29.0
u7s-u2204-04   Ready    <none>              100s       v1.29.0
u7s-u2204-05   Ready    <none>              70s         v1.29.0
u7s-u2204-06   Ready    <none>              52s         v1.29.0
u7s-u2204-07   Ready    <none>              14s         v1.29.0



Flux 

We created a VM cluster to test Usernetes | Flux

    Star Trek Cluster

u2204-02 u2204-01 u2204-03

u2204-04 u2204-05 u2204-06

u2204-07

control planekubelet

kubelet kubelet kubelet

kubelet

kubelet

Usernetes



What experiments 
do we want to run?



What experiments 
do we want to run?

All of them, bro!



Sanity check we've chosen the right execution strategy
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"Will the same LAMMPS (container, MPI) be faster with Usernetes or bare metal with Flux?"

1. LAMMPS on bare metal with Flux
2. LAMMPS on bare metal Singularity container with Flux
3. LAMMPS in Usernetes with the Flux Operator
4. Cases 1 and 2, but with Usernetes still running

Flux

Kubernetes

Flux

1. Application performance between Flux | Usernetes

LAMMPS 



"Will the same LAMMPS (container, MPI) be faster with Usernetes or bare metal with Flux?"

1. LAMMPS on bare metal with Flux
2. LAMMPS on bare metal Singularity container with Flux
3. LAMMPS in Usernetes with the Flux Operator
4. Cases 1 and 2, but with Usernetes still running

We expect LAMMPS to be slower in Usernetes because it makes MPI collective calls, and uses 
slirp4netns (additional processing of packets with a tap device).

1. Application performance between Flux | Usernetes





"bare metal" cases



"bare metal" + Usernetes





What did we 
learn?



What did we 
learn?

For a setup like this, 
network sensitive stuff 
should run on HPC



What did we 
learn?

There is opportunity 
for improving this in 
Usernetes!



2. Distributed ML (mnist) between Flux | Usernetes
How does machine learning training compare between the two environments?



1. Mnist on bare metal with Flux vs the same in Usernetes with the Flux Operator
a. Distributed: 6 nodes, 1 epoch (network is a variable)
b. One node:    1 node, 5 epochs (network not a variable)

2. Distributed ML (mnist) between Flux | Usernetes
How does machine learning training compare between the two environments?







It's the 
network, right?



iperf3 - ~1 minute transfer from each node as a client to each other node as a server



iperf3 - ~1 minute transfer from each node as a client to each other node as a server



It's the 
network, right?

Yes.



Can we do the 
fun workflow 
now?



3. Complex workflow with HPC and services 



    flux batch … ./cluster.sh

   u2204-02    u2204-01    u2204-03

   u2204-04    u2204-05    u2204-06

   u2204-07

control planekubelet

kubelet kubelet kubelet

kubelet

kubelet

1. Flux instance:
a. Owned by running user
b. Scoped resources (hwloc)
c. Setup / teardown of 

Usernetes

3. Complex workflow with HPC and services 
Orchestrating bare metal work and services (Usernetes) in the same batch job



  Star Trek Cluster

   u2204-02    u2204-01    u2204-03

   u2204-04    u2204-05    u2204-06

   u2204-07

control planekubelet

kubelet kubelet kubelet

kubelet

kubelet

3. Complex workflow with HPC and services 

Run simulations
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1000 training samples
randomly selected x,y,z within a range

250 testing samples



3. Complex workflow with HPC and services 

"Bare metal simulations can be run alongside services to do science!"

The result? This prototype worked beautifully!

pa == "Passive-aggressive learning for regression"
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Massively parallel Multiscale Machine-Learned Modeling Infrastructure "MuMMI"
simulate biological systems: dynamic interaction between RAS proteins and plasma membrane

The Moomins
Finnish comic book / story series



(d) co-existence

Adopting technologies to make it possible for them to co-exist (and work together) in a 
common environment, allowing for creative collaboration and providing "the best of 
both worlds."
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What should you remember from this talk?

(a) Opportunities for collaboration

Look for shared, aligned goals that can be worked on through analogous component. 

(b) Provide handles for your components

Ensure your work is open for collaboration by way of language bindings, containers

(c) Engagement

Show up to have a voice at the table for working groups, conferences that cross into 
"the other" community.

(d) Mindset

Throw away adversarial mindsets for collaborative ones.



HPCCloud



Thank you!
sochat1@llnl.gov

@vsoch

Flux Framework

https://flux-framework.org

Fluence

https://github.com/flux-framework/flux-k8s

Flux Operator

https://github.com/flux-framework/flux-operator



Disclaimer
This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
government. Neither the United States government nor Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, 
nor any of their employees makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference 
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States government or Lawrence Livermore National 
Security, LLC. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect 
those of the United States government or Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, and shall not be 
used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.


